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In October 2010 and April 2011 the first two assessments of the Romanian energy 

regulator ANRE done by an independent watchdog were published.  The present 

paper is an updater, analyzing the observed changes iﾐ ANRE’s ヴegulatory 

governance and substance.  The report examines recent developments, including the 

legal changes in the status of ANRE, relevant orders and decisions in 2011-2012, and 

the implementation of the new law on ANRE.  The section on regulatory substance 

also examines in more detail some aspects covered less in previous reports, mainly 

competition issues on the balancing market and the tariffs for distribution networks, 

while focusing less on recurrent issues highlighted in previous evaluations. 

 

We followed the same methodology (World Bank
1
 and Inogate

2
), to ensure 

consistency of approach and comparability of evaluation results across time.  Also, 

the roles and the responsibilities of energy regulators in EU in particular are changing 

as well and becoming more complex in general.  Therefore, we also checked the 

latest international benchmarks on energy regulators, though there are precious 

little analyzes done after the implementation of the 3
rd

 Energy Package
3
. 

 

 

                                                 
1
 http://rru.worldbank.org/Documents/Toolkits/infra_regulation/FullToolkit.pdf 

2
 http://www.inogate.org/inogate_programme/inogate_resource_center/trainingmaterials/ 

Training_Handbook_engl.pdf 
3
 

http://www.google.ro/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=benchmark%20energy%20regulator%20third%20package%2

02012&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CBkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.erranet.org%2Findex.php%3

Fname%3DOE-

eLibrary%26file%3Ddownload%26id%3D8244%26keret%3DN%26showheader%3DN&ei=dbuEULOwN

s2GswbDuIHABg&usg=AFQjCNGiOk-n4G3FhyEIoHXhHP8cQvFrwg 

 

http://www.google.ro/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=benchmark%20energy%20regulator%20third%20package%202012&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CBkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.erranet.org%2Findex.php%3Fname%3DOE-eLibrary%26file%3Ddownload%26id%3D8244%26keret%3DN%26showheader%3DN&ei=dbuEULOwNs2GswbDuIHABg&usg=AFQjCNGiOk-n4G3FhyEIoHXhHP8cQvFrwg
http://www.google.ro/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=benchmark%20energy%20regulator%20third%20package%202012&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CBkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.erranet.org%2Findex.php%3Fname%3DOE-eLibrary%26file%3Ddownload%26id%3D8244%26keret%3DN%26showheader%3DN&ei=dbuEULOwNs2GswbDuIHABg&usg=AFQjCNGiOk-n4G3FhyEIoHXhHP8cQvFrwg
http://www.google.ro/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=benchmark%20energy%20regulator%20third%20package%202012&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CBkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.erranet.org%2Findex.php%3Fname%3DOE-eLibrary%26file%3Ddownload%26id%3D8244%26keret%3DN%26showheader%3DN&ei=dbuEULOwNs2GswbDuIHABg&usg=AFQjCNGiOk-n4G3FhyEIoHXhHP8cQvFrwg
http://www.google.ro/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=benchmark%20energy%20regulator%20third%20package%202012&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CBkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.erranet.org%2Findex.php%3Fname%3DOE-eLibrary%26file%3Ddownload%26id%3D8244%26keret%3DN%26showheader%3DN&ei=dbuEULOwNs2GswbDuIHABg&usg=AFQjCNGiOk-n4G3FhyEIoHXhHP8cQvFrwg
http://www.google.ro/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=benchmark%20energy%20regulator%20third%20package%202012&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CBkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.erranet.org%2Findex.php%3Fname%3DOE-eLibrary%26file%3Ddownload%26id%3D8244%26keret%3DN%26showheader%3DN&ei=dbuEULOwNs2GswbDuIHABg&usg=AFQjCNGiOk-n4G3FhyEIoHXhHP8cQvFrwg
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Context: market functioning concerns in electricity and gas 

sectors 
 

In every report we made a short stock count of current issues in the sectors that 

ANRE regulates, to indicate the extent to which ANRE itself has a say in the well 

functioning of the markets. Efforts were made in recent years in Romania to ensure 

effective competition, consumer choice, and low but economically justified prices to 

promote sustainable investments and improve security of supply.  However, some 

issues remain, others are slightly improving, and still others are worsening: 

 

- in electricity, production remains dominated by SOEs with one owner 

(Ministry of Economy).  While some private investments were made (Petrom 

– Brazi, 8-10% of the market, and renewables, another 5-7% of the market), 

MEC SOEs retain about 83-85% of the market.  These SOEs operate partly 

non-coordinated (さsoft Iaヴtelざ); however, there are some indications of 

concerted behavior, like cross-subsidies among generators, some of these 

contracts being investigated by DG Competition
4
.  SOEs are also not profit-

maximizing, but seek to meet conflicting objectives, some legitimate, some 

less so
5
: 

o support energy intensive industries (Hidroelectrica sold cheap 

electricity to Alro and Mittal) 

o allow inefficient generators to survive (Hidroelectrica de facto cross-

subsidized Deva and Elcen) 

o redistribute money to other state institutions (Hidroelectrica cross-

subsidized Paroseni and paid high amounts of money to Apele 

Române following a Government Decision that quadrupled the price 

for water, indeed from a low base) 

o pay in excess on the procurement side (overinflated maintenance or 

investments) 

o supply at below cost to regulated consumers. 

Half of the market (residentials + some industrial consumers) remains 

regulated, at prices that are not full cost recovery.  The new energy law and a 

calendar for liberalization specify that the market would be liberalized in two 

gears, by end-2013 for industrial consumers and by end-2017 for residential 

users; however, implementation of the liberalization calendar is uncertain 

aﾐd depeﾐds oﾐ ANRE’s iﾐdepeﾐdeﾐIe fヴoﾏ politiIal pヴessuヴes.  Liberalization 

will push prices up, but so will the implementation of distribution tariff 

adjustments, the green certificates for renewable energy, the cogeneration 

bonus or the liberalization of prices for fuel (gas, coal). 
 

                                                 
4
 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-12-397_en.htm?locale=en 

5
 ,E.g., HidヴoeleItヴiIa’s judiIial adﾏiﾐistヴatoヴ’s ヴepoヴt 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-12-397_en.htm?locale=en
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Figure 1. Renewable development in Romania

 
Source: GDF presentation, based on ANRE data, 2012 

 

- in gas, the market is de facto fully regulated, with prices regulated as 

weighted average costs – average prices for domestic and import gas, 

┘eighted ┘ith the ケuaﾐtities, Ialled さHasketsざ ふtheヴe aヴe t┘o diffeヴeﾐt 
baskets, one for residential users with almost 95% domestic gas; and another 

for industrial users). Gas available on the Romanian market comes from a 

private company (Petrom), a SOE (Romgaz), and imports from Russia through 

Ukraine and, since the second half of 2010, Hungary. For the moment, in the 

regulated market, gas prices are kept at an artificially low level, by an 

ambiguous regulation ふさヴeIoﾏﾏeﾐdatioﾐざぶ for the domestic prices for both 

the private company and the SOE.  In practice, the Government has managed 

to enforce better the さrecommended domestic priceざ on the SOE than on the 

private company, whose prices are however capped by the negotiation 

power of regulated suppliers (the end-user price is regulated and does not 

allow for the full justified cost pass through, so any increase of the purchase 

pヴiIes effeIti┗el┞ さsケueezesざ the supplieヴsぶ.  Since 2009, ANRE has not 

allowed the full, justified cost pass through of gas costs in the regulated end-

user prices; the situation has been particularly bad in 2009-2010, but has 

improved since ヲヰヱヱ follo┘iﾐg IMF’s pヴessuヴes oﾐ the Go┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐt to allow 

increases of gas prices.  Just like in the case for electricity, the gas market 

would be liberalized in two stages, for industrial consumers by end-2014 and 

for residentials by end-2018.  Liberalization will increase the prices 

substantially (by at least 40%). 
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Figure 2. Gas basket

 
Source: Candole Partners, 2012 

 

- Several recent pieces of legislation have various effects on the development 

of the eleItヴiIit┞ aﾐd gas ﾏaヴkets, He┞oﾐd ANRE’s Ioﾐtヴol.  This iﾐIludes: 
 

o a very generous support scheme for renewables (Law 220/2008, 

republished and amended, with excessive number of green 

certificates that were not based on a cost-benefit analysis).  This over-

stimulates the very fast development of renewable energy, 

particularly wind and recently solar, in an economy that is in recession 

and electricity demand declined. This development might exceed the 

capacity of the transmission grid, if no matching support is given to 

the TSO and of the energy system to balance at reasonable costs the 

intermittent power 

 

o a special regime for gas producers that also have electricity 

generation (Government Decision 870/2012).  This allows a gas 

pヴoduIeヴ that also has po┘eヴ geﾐeヴatioﾐ to さuse its o┘ﾐ gasざ foヴ 
electricity production, taking out of the gas regulated baskets the 

respective quantities, while supplying electricity to the regulated 

basket in a proportion equivalent to the gas not imported (meaning, if 

Petrom were to import 30% of the gas for electricity generation at 

Brazi, now it uses 100% of its own gas but supplies 30% of its 

electricity to the regulated electricity consumers).  While this law 

attempts to correct the distortion in the gas market caused by the 

regulated baskets, it has two disadvantages: it currently works only 

for the private Petrom, not yet the SOE Romgaz, and also discourages 

investments in conventional energy in Romania, most importantly 

investments in gas-fired plants needed to balance intermittent 
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renewables.  In fact, private companies have not continued previous 

planned projects in Romania in thermal generation and a large PPP for 

the construction of two nuclear reactors, which indicates that the 

business environment is not very friendly and there are barriers to 

new entries, so Petrom made the investment in Brazi only because it 

had some facility compared to others. 

 

o the new energy law, which traﾐsposes EU’s Thiヴd PaIkage, Ioﾐtaiﾐs a 

provision that part of the market players are dissatisfied with.  To 

avoid that state owned companies sell at below market prices to 

favored partners, the law requires all companies to sell competitively, 

by tender, transparently and non-discriminately on a centralized 

platform (e.g. OPCOM).  However, some of the smaller renewable 

investors find this requirement a burden as it does not allow them to 

conclude PPAs, which they need for bank guarantees to finance 

construction (only licensed producers can trade on OPCOM). 

However, this matter could be solved by secondary legislation or 

regulation or even by an official ministerial interpretation of the 

existing law instead of amending the primary law, while approving a 

law to require all SOEs, regardless of sector, to sell competitively, as 

they are required to purchase competitively by the Public 

Procurement act.  Judging from past experiences, revisions to the law 

might get out of control in Parliament and other provisions for vested 

iﾐteヴests Iould He さloHHied iﾐざ if the la┘ is ヴe┗ised afteヴ the 
agreement with the IMF expires and with it the external oversight. 

 

Given these circumstances, it will be challenging for the regulator to promote 

competition and contribute to the development of the energy markets, particularly 

until full liberalization.  It will have to be able to challenge and block political 

initiatives that are contrary to market development, e.g. when politicians would like 

to keep prices at a low level in electoral years; but the regulator must also resist 

pressures from the industry, such as for the recognition of unjustified costs in tariffs. 
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Part I: Regulatory governance 
 

As in the previous reports, we examined the current status and recent developments 

in regulatory independence from government and industry, accountability to all 

stakeholders, transparency and predictability of the regulatory environment.  On 

regulatory governance, we analyzed the new law on ANRE and the plans for 

implementation. 

 

The main conclusions and recommendations are: 

 

1. On paper, the law on ANRE largely meets the good practice standards.  There are 

improvements in the manner to appoint the members of the regulatory committee, 

including the president and vice-presidents. Subordination to Parliament, the fact 

that the other members of the committee are not subordinated directly to the 

president as staff of the regulator, the competitive selection, the budgetary 

autonomy; the renewed capacity of the consultative council and the reporting to 

Parliament are good provisions, and have worked well for other regulators, such as 

the National Bank BNR and the Competition Council. 

 

2. However, the implementation of the law and the manner in which the law is 

interpreted to actually appoint the new leadership and the regulatory committee are 

critical.  The process must be transparent, truly competitive and allow the most 

competent people to be selected.  Competitive selection is crucial to allow the 

regulatoヴ’s independence from both politicians and the regulated industry.  Failure 

to do so transforms ANRE into a worse institution than before the law was approved, 

as the regulatory committee would have no capacity to understand and challenge 

proposals from the regulated industry to ensure that the interests of other 

stakeholders (e.g., consumers) are respected. 

 

3. The regained financial independence can lead to additional issues if it is not 

ﾏatIhed H┞ iﾐIヴeased aIIouﾐtaHilit┞.  Iﾐ the past, ANRE’s good salary level made it 

very tempting for politicians to appoint people in key positions in ANRE based only 

on political affiliation, which led to public scandals and the subordination of ANRE to 

the Go┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐt to keep suIh de┗elopﾏeﾐts さuﾐdeヴ Ioﾐtヴolざ. 
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1. Independence of the regulator 

 

1.1. Independence from political interference 

 

The recent law 160/2012, published in early October, brings some significant 

improvements on paper to the organization and functioning of the energy regulator 

ANRE.  The law largely implements the directions of the 3
rd

 Energy Package in terms 

of ensuring the independence and accountability of the regulator; in fact, the law 

addresses almost all of the points highlighted in the previous reports as issues of 

older drafts of legislation on ANRE.  However, the main concern is the proper 

implementation and actual interpretation of the legislative provisions during the 

appointment of the first regulatory committee.  There is a big risk that the new 

members of the regulatory committee are not appointed based on the competitive, 

transparent selection process, in which case the scores on independence would drop 

to previous levels – see the Policy Brief which shows the implications of the 

Paヴliaﾏeﾐt’s deIision on the regulatory committee on October 23.  The paragraphs 

below only describe the situation in the new law, before the October 23 session; we 

ヴe┗ised dヴastiIall┞ the sIoヴes foヴ ANRE’s e┗aluatioﾐ afteヴ the Paヴliaﾏeﾐt deIided to 
appoint on non-competitive, non-transparent criteria new members of the 

regulatory committee based exclusively on political affiliation.  We hope the decision 

is ヴe┗eヴsed HeIause of DG Eﾐeヴg┞’s pヴessuヴes. 
 

Several articles of the law define the institutional arrangements within ANRE, its 

leadership, regulatory committee and consultative council.  These bring good 

improvements to the current situation if properly implemented.  Thus, the regulator 

reports to the Parliament; the specialized committees of the Parliament select the 

members of the regulatory committee from among several candidates, based on 

certain competence and experience criteria.  The consultative council, a body 

representing all major stakeholders (regulated industry, consumers, local authorities, 

trade unions, employers, Ministry of Economy) is reinforced.  The members of the 

regulatory committee are no longer the directors in ANRE – an issue that has been of 

concern in the past for a number of reasons, e.g. for the fact that the regulators 

were excessively dependent oﾐ the ヴegulatoヴ’s pヴesideﾐt ┘ho was also the 

hierarchical superior to the other members who were staff of the regulator, or for 

the fact that the same people were the regulatory committee who approves the 

regulations and the technical directors who made them.  All members of regulatory 

committee and consultative council are appointed for a fixed term mandate that 

exceeds the electoral cycle.  Also, the regulator regains financial independence by 

having its own budget from own revenues from license fees, and ANRE has discretion 

on the allocation of budgets, including the use of amounts remaining at the end of 

the year. 
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Table 1. Regulatory authorities in EU 

Country Type Appointment procedure Dismissal procedure Term 

Austria  

 

Commission  

 

The government upon proposal 

of Minister of Economy and 

Labour 

appoints 2 members and the 

President of the Supreme Court 

selects 1 member from three 

candidates 

Other members, if a  

member misses more than 

3 consecutive sessions, or if 

the member can no longer 

serve in the Commission 

 

5 years 

(no of 

terms not 

limited) 

Spain  

 

Commission  The King upon proposal of the 

Minister of Industry, taking into 

account the opinion of the 

committee of Lower House of 

Parliament 

 

Government upon proposal 

of Minister of Industry due 

to inadequacy for the 

office or court decision 

regarding the abuse of 

power 

6 years 

(no more 

than 2 

terms) 

Poland  

 

Agency  

 

Prime Minister upon 

proposal of Minister of 

Economy 

 

Prime Minister due to ultra 

vires actions or abuse of 

power, court decision or 

illness 

 

5 years  

(no of 

terms not 

limited) 

France  

 

Commission  

 

President of the Republic– 

Chairman and 1 member; 

President of National  Assembly 

– 2 members; 

President of Senate – 2 

members; President of 

Economic and Social Council – 1 

member. 

Forced resignation due to 

an engagement in  

professional or 

consultative activities, or if 

the member takes  another 

post 

 

 

6 years 

Slovakia  

 

Commission President, upon proposal of 

3 members by Parliament 

and 3 members by Government 

 

President, due to moral 

and 

professional inadequacy, 

membership in other 

organizations 

which are incompatible 

with the office, violation of 

prohibition to work in 

regulated sectors 

 

7 years 

(only 1 

term) 

Hungary  

 

Agency Prime Minister upon 

proposal of Minister of 

Economy and Transport 

Prime Minister upon 

proposal of Minister of 

Economy and Transport 

due to inadequacy 

for office, court decision, 

conflict of interests, threats 

to institution activity 

 

6 years  

(no of 

terms not 

limited) 

Germany  

 

Agency 

 

President upon submission 

of Government upon proposal 

of Advisory Council – the 

President and 2 vice presidents; 

Government upon proposal of 

Bundestag and Bundesrat – 

Advisory Council members (16 

members each) 

 

President and 2 Vice 

Presidents may resign 

voluntarily or upon request 

of the Government, which 

is expressed upon proposal 

of Minister of Economy 

and Technology 

coordinated with the 

Advisory Council 

 

5 years  

(no of 

terms not 

limited) 

Source: International Energy Regulation Forum, 2006 
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While the law is a certain improvement compared to the previous situation, there 

are several shortcomings that could allow for a new politicization of the regulator.  

Thus: 

- the competence criteria are broad enough to de facto allow even not the 

most qualified people to be eligible for a position in the regulatory 

committee.  Normally, to avoid any public suspicion that the future members 

of the regulatory committee are already known beforehand, the law should 

have also specified: a deadline by which the Parliament committees publish 

the detailed methodology for the appointment of the members of the 

regulatory committee; and the minimal rules for the process, such as the fact 

that the openings would be announced publicly and for a reasonable time to 

allow any suitable candidate to apply; the competence criteria would be 

better defined for each position; the fact that the selection process would be 

fully transparent and the committees would publish the methodology, 

criteria for grading and ranking the candidates and, for each candidate, the 

reason for selection or rejection at the end of the process.  Also, the 

candidates for the leadership of ANRE should be examined based on a 

management plan, while all regulators (including executive leadership) must 

be examined on their vision for the sector and understanding of the 

regulated industry. In short, the general public and the European Commission 

e┝peIts fヴoﾏ the seleItioﾐ of ANRE’s leadeヴship ﾐothiﾐg shoヴt of the 
transparency that is expected also from the selection of chief prosecutors 

these days.  The process should follow what is implemented now for SOEs in 

the IMF program and under Ordinance 109/2011: a transparent headhunting 

process. 

 
Figure 3: Why is political influence on the energy regulator bad for the sector? Prices are kept low 

before elections, even below inflation. (CEZ, 2012)  

 

 
 

- salaries of ANRE staff and the regulatory committee are appヴo┗ed H┞ ANRE’s 
president, and there is no link to the salaries of other well-paid positions in 

key regulators like Competition Council. In effect, there is no regulated cap 

for salaries, which will render ANRE again a very tempting public institution 
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for politicians to try to impose their friends and relatives in the regulator.  

One alternative option could have been to make the membership of the 

regulatory committee an honorific job with a symbolic pay but with high 

credibility and social status.  In reality, the regulators should not even be 

employed full time, as their role is to discuss, debate and challenge the 

principles of regulatory documents submitted by the technical staff within 

ANRE; and the committee should meet rather seldom and debate major 

issues, instead of meeting three times a week and approve minor issues.  

Salaries for regulators should be approved by Parliament. 

 

- There is virtually no external oversight over the budget of ANRE, except for 

the publication of budgets (proposed and actual figures).  Given the past 

experience when ANRE was subordinated to the Government for the public 

perception that the regulator was an institution with high salaries for political 

friends, there should be additional safeguards that money is spent well.  

 

1.2. Independence from the regulated industry 

 

Any energy regulator needs to be independent from interests of one single group of 

stakeholders, and the main risk comes from the regulated industry.  This point is 

critical because during the years of underfinancing and low salaries in ANRE many of 

the very competent staff of ANRE has left for private companies.  Many energy 

regulations are largely proposed (as they should be) by the regulated industry and an 

eﾐeヴg┞ ヴegulatoヴ geﾐeヴall┞ has a さIhalleﾐgeざ fuﾐItioﾐ ┘hile eﾐsuヴiﾐg ヴegulatioﾐs do 
not unduly affect the interests of other stakeholders and do not pose barriers for 

new entries in the market, a matter in which existing companies might have a vested 

interest.  The さIhalleﾐgeざ fuﾐItioﾐ depeﾐds IヴitiIall┞ oﾐ the ヴegulatoヴ’s IapaIit┞ to 
fully understand the implications of proposals from the sector and alternatives. 

 

1) A major issue in practice until now has been that staff leaving ANRE were not 

forbidden to seek employment in the regulated industry, for a specified minimum 

period (e.g. for one or two years).  Given that many of the competent staff of ANRE 

have left and are currently in the regulated industry, the regulator might have 

difficulties in imposing regulations not in line with proposals from the regulated 

iﾐdustヴ┞ iﾐ ﾏatteヴs foヴ ┘hiIh its さIhalleﾐgeざ function has been weakened by the 

departure of key competent staff. There is a new provision that the collective labor 

agreement will include conditions to さavoid unfair competition issuesざ after leaving 

ANRE. 

 

2) A good legal provision is the explicit interdiction for members of the regulatory 

committee to own shares (or have any other kind of interests) in the regulated 

industry.  As highlighted in the first evaluation, there have been cases in recent years 

when members of the regulatory committee owned shares in the regulated industry, 

a faIt that affeIts the ヴegulatoヴ’s IヴediHilit┞ ﾐo ﾏatteヴ ho┘ sﾏall the ﾐuﾏHeヴ of 
shares is. 
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3) Independence from regulated industry depends also on whether budget and 

resources are adequate; however, these should not be excessive either.  Salaries 

have been for several years very low (in 2009-2010 salaries dropped by about 60%, 

which forced many qualified staff to move to the regulated industry). It remains of 

concern that ANRE is located in the headquarters of a regulated state-owned 

company (Hidroelectrica), which is a matter of both security of classified information 

and credibility in front of the public and regulated industry. 

 

2. Accountability: 

 

The energy regulator must be accountable to major stakeholders in the energy 

sector: consumers, regulated industry, taxpayers, and the general public.  There are 

several provisions in the new law that create favorable conditions for better 

accountability.  However, the implementation in practice is critical. Otherwise 

politicians would be again under pressures from the public opinion to reduce the 

independence of the regulator on budgets and HR policy, or the regulator would 

remain exposed to excessive politicization, with loyal people appointed in key 

positions for the good pay.  There are several ways in which the regulator can be 

held accountable to its stakeholders, while preserving its autonomy. 

 

2.1. Annual reporting 

ANRE prepares an annual report; starting from next year, according to the new law, 

the report would be presented in Parliament.  There is no provision in the law, 

however, that the report be approved or rejected in Parliament and this would be 

the only case in which the leadership can be replaced mid-term and be held 

accountable for good performance.  There is however a provision that the reports 

are to be debated in Parliament and the regulator must prepare an action plan and 

corrective measures if some needed measures are missing or unsatisfactory from the 

annual report. 

 

The ヴepoヴt ﾏust He ANRE’s pヴeseﾐtatioﾐ to the puHliI oﾐ ┘hat it ┘as supposed to do 
and what it did for the year in question.  Therefore, the content of the annual report 

must also be more focused on the activities of the regulator itself, on what the 

regulator noted as issues on the market, what it did to correct the issues, how well 

it considered the opinions of stakeholders when designing the measures, how 

successful the measures were in the end and how many resources it had to employ 

for this purpose, plus a plan on how the resources could be better used in the 

future.  Such information is available in reports of energy regulators in other 

countries, e.g. Ofgem
6
 and will have to be reported to ACER as well.  Currently, 

ANRE’s annual report remains a valuable resource for data on market monitoring 

and chronological summaries of ANRE’s Orders and decisions, however, the report 

remains largely descriptive. It is very difficult for the general reader to understand 

the ヴegulatoヴ’s ﾏissioﾐ, the problems it identified in the market, how it responded to 

                                                 
6
 http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/About%20us/annlrprt/Documents1/Ofgem%20ARandR%202011_12.pdf 

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/About%20us/annlrprt/Documents1/Ofgem%20ARandR%202011_12.pdf
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them and how well the regulator performed compared to what it had planned to 

achieve. 

2.2. Accountability to stakeholders in the Consultative Council and the general 

public 

It is encouraging that the new law on ANRE reinforces the Consultative Council, 

which now has again a broad representation of all major stakeholders, and specifies 

that the Council be convened monthly for discussions on energy regulations, a 

practice that had been abandoned in 2009-2010 when the Consultative Council met 

only a couple of times.  Some regulations would need mandatory consultation with 

the Consultative Council.  It is however very important that minutes of the meetings 

of the regulatory committee and the Consultative Council are made publicly 

available oﾐ ANRE’s ┘eHsite, so that the Ioﾐteﾐt of the deIisioﾐs is kﾐo┘ﾐ to the 
public and external viewers can examine to what extent the decisions and 

discussions are considered in the actual drafting of the regulations. 

 

Also, one effective way to ensure accountability for major decisions is to publish for 

debates the proposed regulations with the following additional information: 

- where does the regulation fit in the overall objectives of the regulator ANRE? 

(E.g., market development? Security of supply? Low carbon economy? 

Consumer protection? Etc. – this must be in the regulations schedule 

attached to the road map) 

- the positions of all those who have commented on the regulation 

- responses of the regulator to the comments (the reason why the suggestion 

was considered in the final regulation or rejected) 

 

2.3. Means of redress 

One issue of concern is the fact that most dissatisfied players in the market do not 

resort to the judiciary but instead seek to convince foreign donors and EC to take 

over the responsibility of imposing good regulation or even the implementation of 

ANRE’s e┝istiﾐg ヴegulatioﾐs when ANRE fails to do so (e.g., the full cost pass through 

for gas supply).  However, the market participants themselves have not pursued 

consistently lawsuits for the implementation of the liberalization calendar, for 

e┝aﾏple, Hased oﾐ EU’s DiヴeIti┗es iﾐ the ンrd
 Package, though if they would ask in 

courts that Romania implements directly the EU legislation and national courts do 

Box 1: Ofgem proposals for amending a regulation 

Ofgem publishes its documents for public debate in an easily accessible manner, with complete 

iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ oﾐ the status of disIussioﾐs aﾐd opiﾐioﾐs fヴoﾏ ┗aヴious stakeholdeヴs; Ofgeﾏ’s 
responses to the amendments; and clear links to all related regulations and to the overarching 

objective to which the regulation and amendment refers.  Also, the page contains a short (one 

paragraph) description of what the initial regulation contained, the reason for amendment and 

why the newly proposed amendment would solve the issue.  One can find also the link to impact 

assessments and analysis of effects of previous legislation that needed amendment.  This 

eﾐhaﾐIes tヴeﾏeﾐdousl┞ the ヴegulatoヴ’s aIIouﾐtaHilit┞ to the seItoヴ foヴ the effeIts of a Ieヴtaiﾐ 
decision or regulation, but also improves predictability of regulation: every amendment needs 

explanation, all suggestions from stakeholders are properly taken into consideration and the 

alternatives for a certain decision are carefully examined and explained. 

Source: 

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Pages/MoreInformation.aspx?docid=49&refer=Licensing/Work 

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Pages/MoreInformation.aspx?docid=49&refer=Licensing/Work
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not rule in favor of the EU law, the case can in the end be referred to the European 

Court of Justice as the final instance to decide.  In other words, instead of waiting for 

the EC to push its infringements until they reach the ECJ, stakeholders also can 

appeal to ECJ as the final instance for the application of EU rules by asking for a 

preliminary ruling.  

 

2.4. Clarity of regulatory roles 

ANRE is the ex ante regulator of competition in the energy sector, regulating matters 

such as access to networks, investments in grids and maintenance of networks, 

network quality indicators, monitoring the application of license conditions, whereas 

the Competition Council is an ex post regulator, particularly on issues of abuse of 

dominant position on the market and merger clearings.  In the past, the Competition 

Council has been called to rule in matters that would have Heeﾐ Iloseヴ to ANRE’s 
regulatory expertise and responsibilities: the creation of two integrated energy 

champions, and more recently the merger of lignite-fired plants in Oltenia Complex 

and hard coal-fired plants in Hunedoara Complex etc.  ANRE and Competition 

Council must prepare a formal collaboration framework for matters concerning 

competition in the energy markets, particularly as there are substantial bottlenecks 

in developing a well-functioning energy market, and because the gas and electricity 

markets would be liberalized. 

 

One item that remains unclear is the fate of the energy efficiency unit (former ARCE) 

that was merged within the energy regulator ANRE, despite the fact that ARCE has 

no regulatory function but coordinates the national energy efficiency Action Plan and 

administers support schemes for energy efficiency projects, a function that pertains 

to the Ministry of Economy or a government agency instead of a regulator.  The new 

law on ANRE has been written to transpose the 3
rd

 Energy Package and as a 

consequence it omitted completely the functioning of this unit within ANRE, without 

at the same time specifying that these functions would be taken over by another 

entity in the Romanian government.  We recommended before that this unit should 

be spun off ANRE and transferred to Ministry of Economy. 

 

2.5. Accountability on use of resources 

Particularly after regaining its financial independence, and because there are also 

sensitivities concerning the ways in which the energy regulator ANRE is using the 

financial resources, given its past experiences, ANRE must be much more 

transparent on the budgets, actual expenditures and efforts to reduce costs.  ANRE 

must put in place a transparent, independent auditor, with reports published in full 

on the website, and present in the aﾐﾐual ヴepoヴt the ヴesults of the ﾏaﾐageﾏeﾐt’s 
efforts to reduce the excessive use of resources as much as possible.  It is unclear 

from the current legislation whether ANRE would return to the financial and 

budgetary control mechanisms prior to the 2009 subordination to the Government, 

meaning Ministry of Finance approval of budgets. As explained in the first report, 

those controls were both excessive and ineffective, as they introduced additional 

burdens and problems in disbursing funds for capital projects in the first quarter of 

the year, while not allowing enough accountability for the use of money and 
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reduction of waste.  Instead, ANRE should present an external, independent check of 

the actual budgetary execution, with financial information published in sufficient 

detail and clarity to allow any interested person to check the resource use, but also 

improvements over time (less resources for the same activity, reduction of salary 

cost as share of total budget etc.).  Performance auditing is also critical, meaning that 

the regulator self-assesses its own performance on previous regulations, actions and 

decisions and publishes performance indicators. 

 

2.6.  Ethics code 

ANRE still has no ethics code and does not apply the 2005 Code of Conduct, though it 

would need a committee to ﾏoﾐitoヴ staff’s Heha┗ioヴ and prevent new scandals in the 

media.  At the same time, the primary legislation on ANRE mentions certain 

situations of incompatibility and inappropriate behavior, but it is uncertain who 

would enforce sanctions if members of regulatory committee or staff are in breach.  

For example, it is not clear what happens if one member of the regulatory 

committee breaches the law and buys shares in a company related to the regulated 

sector: would that person be requested to resign, or sell the shares by a certain 

deadline?  How will this matter be communicated publicly to ensure that the 

credibility of the regulator remains intact? The regulator must also have a code of 

appropriate behavior that explains how staff and regulators are supposed to react in 

Ieヴtaiﾐ situatioﾐs that ﾏight affeIt ANRE’s IヴediHilit┞.  “uIh Iodes aﾐd iﾐteヴﾐal 
trainings are common practice in industries where credibility is critical, such as 

auditing. 

 

2.7. Capacity to enforce its own regulations in a non-discriminatory manner 

First, ANRE is for the moment actually incapable to regulate, until the new regulatory 

committee and management are confirmed as according to the new law and until 

the rules of procedure and organizational chart are defined by the management (in 

the past, this was done by Government decision).  This situation must be solved 

soon, though not by a speedy process at the expense of transparency and 

competitiveness.  The credibility of regulators and the capacity of individuals who 

are selected are critical for the quality of the regulations to be approved.  In the 

following months ANRE is expected to prepare very important regulations for the 

following issues: 

 

Box 2: Ofgeﾏ’s leadeヴship iﾐ ethiIs 

Implementing the highest ethics standards is a prerequisite for credibility in the energy market.  

This allows also the regulator to impose more easily the standards of conduct for the regulated 

industry. Standards of conduct such as appropriate treatment of the consumer by the suppliers 

are somewhere between legally binding regulations imposed by the regulator and semi-

voluntary norms of behavior. For the latter the regulator has more of a steering role, discussing 

them as recommendations and intervening by strict regulation only when these are not 

sufficient. 

Source: http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Markets/RetMkts/rmr/stakeholder-

engagement/Documents1/Ofgem%20SOC%20external%20paper%20post%2016%20July.pdf 
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- preparation of regulations in the 3
rd

 regulatory period (2013-2017) for the 

distribution and regulated supply of gas and electricity 

- deregulation of electricity market – implementation of an adequate cost pass 

through regime for the deregulated component of the price and ensuring 

that tariffs are properly adjusted to reflect quarterly changes in market 

prices; new market mechanisms for forward transactions, regional energy 

balancing and implicit cross – border trading (and binomial tariffs in case the 

social assistance is separated from the energy market) 

 

- liberalization of gas market.  This does not only include the increases in gas 

prices as per the price adjustment calendar, but a series of regulations that 

follow the development of the electricity market in the early 2000s: 

preparation of wholesale market codes, endorsement of technical codes 

prepared by the TSO, approval of market instruments for the trading on 

OPCOM (which should start on January 1, 2013). 

 

While this is mainly a matter of regulatory capacity, it also has a very important 

effeIt oﾐ the ヴegulatoヴ’s aIIouﾐtaHilit┞ to┘aヴds the ヴegulated iﾐdustヴ┞, eﾐsuヴiﾐg that 
all market players benefit same rules of the game (level play).  Any accusation of 

discriminatory approach must be examined responsibly by ANRE and its reaction 

must be public.  At the same time, the regulations made by ANRE and other 

regulators must ensure non-discriminatory treatment, but also that they follow 

higher rank legislation (primary law). 
 

 

3. Transparency 

 

Closel┞ liﾐked to aIIouﾐtaHilit┞, tヴaﾐspaヴeﾐI┞ oﾐ ANRE’s decisions, orders, 

regulations and activities ensure that the general public, stakeholders and regulated 

industry are well informed both about current rules on the market and the proposed 

changes to which they can also provide inputs.  Following the tradition of testing 

transparency through various means (requests from us, requests from a regular 

citizens and small consumer etc.), in this report, we relied again on FOIA requests 

made by other persons - this time journalists. 

 

Box 3: competition issues from a preferential regulation 

Recently, Petrom has started to operate its power plant at Brazi.  A main problem before the 

plant started to operate was at what price would Petrom be able to price its fuel for the 

CCGT.  In the end, the Government approved a Decision to allo┘ Petヴoﾏ to さuse its o┘ﾐ gasざ 
ふﾏeaﾐiﾐg ﾐot to IoﾐtヴiHute to the さHasketざ ┘ith the ケuaﾐtities ﾐeeded foヴ eleItヴiIit┞ 
production), while being required in exchange to supply to the regulated electricity basket a 

share of electricity produced that is equivalent to the imports of gas that Brazi would not be 

required to buy (30%).  In principle, this is a fair deal for Petrom, as it allows it to bypass a 

distortion in the gas sector that would not allow CCGTs to be profitable.  However, this 

causes a competition problem, meaning that no other company would be interested to invest 

iﾐ CCGT to Ioﾏpete ┘ith Petヴoﾏ as the fuel ┘ould Iost ﾏuIh ﾏoヴe thaﾐ it does iﾐ Bヴazi’s 
case (300 USD compared to 150 USD / 1000 m3). 
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4. Predictability 

 

Regulations in the energy sector must be predictable to allow the regulated industry 

to adequately plan their businesses.  However, the number of orders and decisions 

of ANRE continues to be very large, e.g. almost 40 Orders for 2012; a part of 10-20% 

consists of amendments to previous regulations.  As mentioned above in the 

Transparency section, predictability is ensured when: 

- the regulator has a clear regulatory road map with the sector issues, 

regulatory objectives and regulatory instruments to reach the objectives.  The 

road map must be discussed and approved in the Regulatory Committee and 

needs extensive consultations with the Consultative Council and the public as 

it is de facto the core strategy of the regulator 

- the road map is published in advance of each regulatory period in full for 

anybody interested to monitor its implementation 

- the regulator publishes periodically information about the implementation of 

the road map and clearly links all proposed regulations to the objectives in 

the regulatory road map 

Box 4: Hotﾐews.ヴo ヴeケuests legal doIuﾏeﾐts sigﾐed Hy ANRE’s pヴesideﾐt 

A useful test for the transparency of the regulator ANRE and also for its independence is the 

request made by one journalist fヴo Hotﾐe┘s.ヴo to ANRE, Miﾐistヴ┞ of EIoﾐoﾏ┞ aﾐd PM’s offiIe to 
publish a piece of legislation that is highly sensitive, but which ANRE is supposed to implement: 

the road maps for the liberalization of gas and electricity markets.  What is more, the road maps – 

and their publication – were a commitment to the IMF and EC. The road maps were official 

documents approved in Government meeting and signed by the president of ANRE; they should 

be legally binding, though the fact that they are not published in the Official Gazette is a matter of 

concern and their legality might be an issue of contention in the future.  Unlike the other two 

institutions (which did not even respond), ANRE indeed responded to the journalist on the 

request on FOIA saying that they cannot publish the documents, even if they were a law, unless 

the Government approves.  The issue is of concern for the independence of the regulator because 

it indicates reluctance to do something that might upset the Government; but is also a matter of 

non-transparency concerning a legal commitment made by Romania (and ANRE) to EC and IMF. 

Currently, ANRE published on the website most of the road maps, meaning the two tables with 

the liberalization calendar and accompanying measures.  The full documents were however made 

available first on Hotnews, as the journalist obtained them through informal means. 

Source: http://economie.hotnews.ro/stiri-energie-13170640-incepe-seria-scumpirilor-gaze-

energia-electrica-pana-sfarsitul-anului-preturile-gaze-vor-creste-doua-randuri.htm 

 

http://economie.hotnews.ro/stiri-energie-13170640-incepe-seria-scumpirilor-gaze-energia-electrica-pana-sfarsitul-anului-preturile-gaze-vor-creste-doua-randuri.htm
http://economie.hotnews.ro/stiri-energie-13170640-incepe-seria-scumpirilor-gaze-energia-electrica-pana-sfarsitul-anului-preturile-gaze-vor-creste-doua-randuri.htm
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Figure 4: issue ﾏap iﾐ the eleItヴiIit┞ seItoヴ.  ANRE’s ヴoad ﾏap ﾏust He a ┘ell thought thヴough list of 
regulatory instruments to solve these issues 

 
Source: CEZ presentation, 2012 

 
The most critical regulations in the next period for ANRE are those concerning the 

deregulation of the market and the approval of the tariff methodology for the grids.  

A predictability issue is the fact that ANRE (and other public authorities, like the 

Miﾐistヴ┞ of EIoﾐoﾏ┞ aﾐd the PM’s OffiIe, for that matter) has been very reluctant to 

publish the road maps for the deregulation of electricity and gas markets – which led 

to widespread suspicions in the sector that the Government does not really intend to 

liberalize the market but only approved the calendars to meet EU and IMF 

conditionality. 

 

For the grid tariff methodologies, in order to ensure predictability of regulations, 

methodologies to establish tariffs for networks (transmission, distribution) are set in 

regulatory periods (the first regulatory period was of 3 years, 2005-2007, the second 

and the following cover each 5 years).  As will be explained below in the Regulatory 

Substance section, the methodologies are not followed consistently.  What is more, 

ANRE did not manage to finalize the preparatory works for the 3
rd

 regulatory period, 

which covers 2013-2017 and should have been implemented starting on January 1, 

meaning that the methodology should have been finalized by mid-2012 to approve 

all tariffs in late 2012 for 2013 based on the new methodology.  This was caused by 

the fact that ANRE is not yet legally empowered and has very little capacity, including 

to pay well specialists for the preparation of the methodology because of the 

delayed approval of the primary legislation concerning the functioning and resources 

of the regulator (2 years delay).  In addition, ANRE finds it very difficult to increase 

the end-user prices because it remains dependent on political interferences. 
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Part II: Regulatory Substance 
 

This seItioﾐ foIuses oﾐ the ケualit┞ of ANRE’s regulations and the extent to which 

they contribute to improving market competition, particularly in a country where the 

market is developing.  The focus of the current report is on regulation of tariffs and 

prices (the 3
rd

 regulatory period for distribution networks) and the deregulation of 

the market and market monitoring. 

 

The ﾏaiﾐ IoﾐIlusioﾐs of ouヴ assessﾏeﾐt IoﾐIeヴﾐiﾐg the ケualit┞ of ANRE’s ヴegulatioﾐs 

and market monitoring are: 

 

1) ANRE remains focused on price regulation in competitive business areas 

(generation and supply).  The public debate surrounding ANRE and the 

energy market concerns only the regulation of prices for gas and electricity, 

and even the issue of market deregulation is generally viewed only in terms 

of price increases instead of development of market instruments and 

mechanisms (revisions of commercial and technical codes, preparation of 

new trading instruments). 

 

2) A key issue of concern for the implementation of the market liberalization 

calendars is whether the regulator remains independent enough and strong 

in front of political pressures to keep the prices down.  The main risk is 

whether the regulator would allow the full cost pass through for energy 

purchase costs for regulated supply until full liberalization of the market, as 

there are pressures for price increases from many directions (energy: 

cogeneration bonus, green certificates for renewables, liberalization of fuel 

costs like coal and gas; grids: recovery in tariffs of deferred revenues).  Until 

the social safety net is set in place, politicians would rather keep prices down. 

 

3) Some energy sector actors mention there is a risk that markets are distorted 

by competition issues that ANRE cannot effectively mitigate (see Monitoring 

section).  Whether these concerns are justified or not, ANRE and the 

Competition Council should investigate the issue further and publish results. 
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1. Tariffs and prices: 

 

ANRE regulates tariffs for monopolies (transmission and distribution grids) and 

activities where one player has a dominant position (such as gas storage or ancillary 

services in electricity), but also continues to set end-user prices for regulated 

consumers who have not switched suppliers. While Roﾏaﾐia’s authoヴities ha┗e 
finally acknowledged publicly and de jure that the energy markets are not 

さliHeヴalized siﾐIe Jul┞ ヲヰヰΑざ aﾐd that theヴe aヴe ヴegulatoヴ┞ aﾐd pヴiIiﾐg issues that 
inhibit consumer choice on the market, the question is how consistently the energy 

regulator would implement the liberalization calendars for electricity and gas. 

 

 

1.2. Distribution tariffs for electricity 

 

One issue of critical importance for 2012 and early 2013 is the preparation of the 

regulations for the 3
rd

 regulatory period for gas and electricity.  In fact, because of 

Box 5: Liberalization calendars 

ANRE prepared two schedules for the liberalization of the electricity and gas markets, based on two 

different concepts, and the Government approved them.  In electricity, the share of energy 

procured from the free market would increase gradually in the regulated basket; ANRE would 

forecast quarterly the market price and adjust in the following period with the actual market prices 

for the quarter.  In gas, where the price differential between regulated domestic production and 

imports is high, the concept is to gradually adjust domestic prices to import parity.  In both cases 

the most obvious risk, based on previous experiences, is whether the regulator would implement 

simultaneously the deregulation calendar in both the wholesale and the retail market, meaning if it 

would acknowledge the price adjustﾏeﾐts iﾐ the eﾐd useヴ pヴiIes oヴ it ┘ould pヴefeヴ to さsケueezeざ the 
suppliers.  This has happened particularly in 2009-2010, when gas suppliers were de facto requested 

to purchase more expensive import gas and sell at unchanged end-user prices while some large 

consumers benefited preferentially the cheap domestic gas, as explained in the previous report. 

 

Figure 5. Electricity (left) and gas (right) liberalization calendars 

 
Source: Candole Partners, 2012 

 

Box 6: regulated prices are not full cost recovery 

In 2012, ANRE has increased the quantity that Hidroelectrica must deliver to the regulated basket 

from 4.5 TWh to 5.5 TWh, ┘hiIh ヴepヴeseﾐts alﾏost 5ヰ% of HidヴoeleItヴiIa’s pヴoduItioﾐ.  At the saﾏe 
time, ANRE regulated a very low price for Hidroelectrica, which declined from 98.4 RON to 72.27 

RON/MWh.  This happened while Hidroelectrica already encountered difficulties starting the year 

with very low water reserves. 
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the limited capacity in ANRE, the discussions on the drafting of the 3
rd

 regulatory 

period have stalled and ANRE agreed with the market players to postpone the 

finalization of the methodology by mid-2013. 

Currently, the applicable regulation for distribution grids is さtaヴiff Hasket Iapざ, Hased 
on the principles detailed below.  In reality, the actual regulation is a very simplified 

version of the methodology, and will likely remain so in the next regulatory period. 

 

 

Several aspects need corrections in the 3
rd

 regulatory period.  The most critical 

concerns the recovery of deferred revenues (which amount to some 150 million EUR 

in the case of two distributors, ENEL and CEZ) and some safeguards to avoid future 

accumulation of such deferred revenues – particularly if Romania intends to privatize 

distribution companies as it agreed with the IMF.  These affect the distribution 

companies to different extents, depending on investments and losses. 

 

1. Deferred revenues (mainly ENEL and CEZ who have made more investments 

than Electrica). ANRE applies a price cap for each voltage level, unchanged 

since 2007, though ANRE recognizes that distributors have made investments 

that must be recovered by higher tariffs at some point in the future.  The 

more a discom invests, the higher the likelihood it would exceed the initial 

caps for the distribution tariffs; at the same time, a private discom is not 

allowed to invest less, as the level of investments for the private discoms was 

part of the privatization agreement – and ANRE also monitors the 

implementation of the 5-year grid investment plan.  The distribution 

regulation allows the recovery of recognized revenue to be postponed, 

Box 7: Price cap regulation in a nutshell 

Price cap regulation allows the operator to change the level of tariffs based on an index.  The 

iﾐde┝ Ioﾏpヴises aﾐ iﾐflatioﾐ ﾏeasuヴe, I, aﾐd a さpヴoduIti┗it┞ offsetざ, X.  Iﾐ pヴiIe Iap ヴegulatioﾐ, 
which is commonly used for distribution in EU, the regulator groups services into tariff baskets 

and establishes an (I – X) index, called a price cap index, for each basket.   The idea behind the 

さHasketざ is that the opeヴatoヴ is allo┘ed to Ihaﾐge pヴiIes ┘ithiﾐ the Hasket as the opeヴatoヴ sees 
fit, as long as the average percentage change in prices for the services in the basket does not 

exceed the price cap index for the basket.  In practice, in the case of the Romanian electricity 

distribution, ANRE has applied since 2007 a single (non-indexed) cap per each voltage level and 

regardless of the consumer type, instead of allowing operators to change prices within the basket 

as long as the average remains below the basket price cap index.  This is probably also because 

ANRE lost capacity to implement its own regulations, but also the independence to amend prices 

– the 3
rd

 regulatory period might face the same issue.  The caps have remained unchanged since 

2007, regardless of efficiency improvements and inflation. 

 

Figure 6. Tariffs for high, medium and low voltage 

 
Source: CEZ, 2012 
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mainly to smoothen year-to-year tariff adjustments and cap annual tariff 

impacts, but this legal possibility was certainly not meant to postpone tariff 

hikes indefinitely. ANRE has used it beyond reasonable limits, to minimize 

tariff impacts on the end-consumer.  While legal, this practice makes it more 

and more difficult to recover the deferred revenue as the amounts 

accumulate, and recovery means that distribution tariffs would have to 

increase significantly if the recovery is done in one year.  ENEL had 235 

million RON deferred revenue at end-2011 (and expected to grow to 500 

million RON at end-2012), for Banat and Dobrogea, whereas Muntenia Sud is 

still under the caps because the privatization had been finalized much later 

than initially planned.  CEZ has recorded about 500 million RON deferred 

revenue at end-2011.  Both companies are creating provisions for these 

amounts, knowing that recovery would be difficult.  EON and state-owned 

discoms are still under the caps and thus record no deferred revenue.  In 

order to recover the deferred revenues, both ENEL and CEZ would need an 

increase in tariffs of up to 80-90% if the revenue were to be recovered in just 

one year, meaning 10-15% increase in end-user prices; about 25 pps are 

inflation only cumulated since 2007.  The regulated companies agreed with 

ANRE to recover the amount over the next 5 years of the 3rd regulatory 

period, to avoid a spike in tariffs, and agreed with ANRE to allow 6 more 

months until ANRE can prepare the new regulations for the 3
rd

 regulatory 

period.  However, discoms would probably ask to see the regulations include 

a provision to forbid the postponement of recognized revenue of more than 

15% above the cap for more than a year – unlikely to happen because prices 

would be on upward pressures for many reasons: liberalization, the 

increasing number of green certificates and mandatory quota of green energy 

for suppliers, the cogeneration bonus, the recovery of supply costs requested 

by discoms (eg for own technological consumption).  All these would not be 

acceptable at once by ANRE in the next years, because of affordability and 

political pressures on the regulator in electoral years. 

 

2. CPT (own technological consumption) and non-application of full cost pass 

through.  The current CPT is calculated as a weighted average of losses on the 

3 voltage levels, and for all distribution companies it exceeds 9.5%; this is 

because during the first and 2
nd

 periods the consumption profile has 

changed.  The consumption on high and medium voltage (industrial users) 

has decreased, whereas the consumption for low voltage, where losses are 

the highest (residential users), has increased.  The CPT that exceeds the 9.5% 

recognized by ANRE must be purchased on the day-ahead market and excises 

or VAT are expenditure not recognized by ANRE.  In order to match the actual 

situation of all distribution networks and to stimulate the reduction of CPT 

overall, the proposal for the 3rd regulatory period is to have targets for each 

voltage level (0.5% for high voltage, 3% for medium voltage, 14% for low 

voltage).  According to distributors, CPT values must be correlated with the 

investment plan including smart meters, to better target investments where 

there is higher market demand. 
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ANRE-recognized CPT is below the actual CPT achievable by distributors, but 

the situation is worsened in the case of force majeure (e.g. Hidroelectrica 

during drought seasons), which leads to the non-iﾏpleﾏeﾐtatioﾐ of the さfull 
cost pass-thヴoughざ pヴiﾐIiple foヴ the CPT.  In 2012, the drought has reduced 

the quantities of energy delivered by Hidroelectrica in all contracts, including 

the quantities that were bought by distributors as CPT.  As a result, 70% of 

the distヴiHutoヴs’ CPT has been acquired on the day-ahead market, with the 

additional costs not recognized by ANRE.  In the case of CEZ, the fact that the 

company has to purchase with its own cash additional energy for 

unrecognized CPT leads to losses of 10-12 million RON per month in the first 

3 months of 2012, and 7 million RON for ENEL.  Also, for the quantities 

bought as CPT, distributors have to purchase also green certificates (which 

has generated an additional cost of 29 RON/MWh in January).  This amount is 

another substantial non-recognized cost (e.g., for CEZ it meant an additional 

6-7 million RON per month).   Such situation may arise every time there is a 

force majeure and producers cannot provide the contracted quantities, 

meaning that the full loss is transferred to distributors. 

 

3. Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC).  The current WACC is 10% for 

private discoms and ANRE proposed based on its own-contracted study to 

ha┗e it ヴeduIed to Β.5%.  ANRE’s aヴguﾏeﾐt is that its Ioﾐsultaﾐt IoﾐtヴaIted 
for this purpose has advised the WACC should be below 9%.  Distributors 

have hired their own consultant who has come up with different figures, 9.4% 

to 12.6%.  Probably the final percentage would be a negotiated amount 

Het┘eeﾐ ANRE’s aﾐd distヴiHutoヴs’ pヴoposal or just keep the current 10%.  The 

fact that the WACC is still unknown has not affected the obligation of 

distributors to submit to ANRE in March the investment plan for the future 

regulatory period.  They have done so on conditional terms (e.g., CEZ has 

proposed an investment plan of 50 million EUR/year, to be amended based 

on future agreed WACC and other regulatory matters).  In addition, the 

investment plan submitted by distributors in March for 2013-2017 does not 

include necessary adjustments following the implementation of the new 

Energy Law, requiring discoms to extend networks from own funds and to 

implement smart metering. 

 

Private investors have a more favorable regulation for WACC (regulated 

return on RAB) than state owned ones.  Private discoms have a recognized 

WACC that is 2-3 percentage points higher than in the case of state-owned 

discoms (12% compared to 10% for the first regulatory period, 10% 

compared to 7% in the 2nd regulatory period).  This positive discrimination, 

introduced at privatization, was meant to be an additional incentive for 

foreign investors to come to Romania as the legal and regulatory 

environment was less certain and predictable.  In the case of a new 

privatization, the investor would most likely benefit a similar preferential 

treatment.  
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4. Quality of service.  The quality of service is measured as interruptions, and 

ANRE publishes a regular (yearly) report on interruptions to compare quality 

of service across distribution networks.  However, the accuracy of 

measurement differs substantially from state-owned to privatized discoms.  

This is because privatized discoms have invested already in modern 

measuring equipment, whereas the 3 state-owned companies have not done 

so yet; each of the 8 distributors has its own database and own measurement 

system and these have to be unified before they allow proper benchmarking 

across distribution grids.  In addition, private discoms have the incentive to 

report factual numbers (if they report today less interruptions than in reality 

and then would have to report more interruptions in the future, this would 

appear as a deterioration in quality of service, for which high penalties would 

have to be paid).  In contrast, managers of public discoms, mostly political 

appointees, do not have the same incentive, having a short-term perspective 

and wanting to report to their constituency better quality of service than 

what was achieved by their predecessors or successors).  One proposal from 

the distributors is for ANRE to accept temporarily no inclusion of service 

quality in the methodology to calculate the tariffs.   This idea is not 

reasonable or fair, because ANRE must have some control over the quality of 

the service provided by distributors and the regulator should be accountable 

also to consumers, not only to distributors.  The distributors propose in 

exchange to include monitoring devices in the investment plans and 

reintroduce quality of service in the methodology once this quality is properly 

monitored and allows for proper comparisons among the 8 distribution 

companies. 

 

5. Binomial tariff.  One of the most important changes proposed by the 

distributors is the introduction of the binomial tariff, mentioned in the 

existing regulation as a proposal for the 3rd regulatory period but which 

should be detailed for the introduction of the new methodology.  According 

to this pヴoposal, the taヴiff ┘ould ha┗e t┘o Ioﾏpoﾐeﾐts, a さIapaIit┞ ta┝ざ 
(RON/KW installed) and the distribution tariff in RON/KWh.  The rationale is 

that many industrial consumers connected to distributors have excess 

capacity equipment, which generates losses (and thus higher CPT, mainly for 

the high and medium voltage).  The binomial tariff would charge also the 

installed capacity and thus penalize excess capacity, stimulating consumers to 

limit capacity to what is actually used. Combined with voltage-differentiated 

recognized CPT (very low for high and medium voltage), the binomial tariff 

would stimulate the reduction of losses.  The binomial tariff is also useful for 

a recent technical issue, the connection of renewable generators directly to 

the distribution grid (which basically transforms the distribution into a sort of 

さtヴaﾐsﾏissioﾐざ gヴidぶ.  The capacity tax would also be applied to producers 

connected to the grid (mostly photovoltaic), as a disincentive for over-

connections (and would somewhat limit the distortion introduced by the 

overly-generous 6 green certificates for solar power).  
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Table 2: New distribution challenges 

Connection agreements for renewables, 

directly to distribution grids 

4.9 GW wind, 0.5 GW solar 

Growth of consumption of electricity in cities 40% in the past 10 years, no major investments 

before privatizations 

Growth of consumption in Bucharest (one of 

the grids with most obsolescence issues) 

40%, the highest spike between 2004-2007 

 

 

6. The definition of controllable OPEX for 2013 and the efficiency factor (the 

extent to which the controllable OPEX could be reduced), as well as the 

sharing of efficiency gains between distributors and consumers, are also 

issues for the 3
rd

 regulatory period.  Discoms consider the recognized 

controllable OPEX today is lower than the actual achievable controllable 

operational expenses.  One proposal is to regulate controllable OPEX for 2013 

as an average between the current target and the actual achieved in 2012 in 

order to reduce the gap between the amounts recognized by ANRE and what 

happens in reality. 

 

7. The discussion on the 3rd regulatory period does not include the 

implementation of the detailed さHasket pヴiIe Iapざ ﾏethodology, but starts 

from the assumption that the method would continue to be based on 

ふiﾐde┝edぶ Iaps H┞ ┗oltage le┗el.  Iﾐ the futuヴe, the さHasket pヴiIe Iapざ Iould He 
introduced and further improved, to ensure the demand-driven development 

of the grid (e.g., zonal tariff, similar to the node tariff in transmission to 

ensure differentiation of tariffs for consumers where there is congestion in 

very dense areas etc.). 

 

 

 

 

Box 8: Benchmarking on the quality of regulations 

There is precious little experience with international comparisons for the quality of regulations.  A 

new benchmarking report for Central Europe (2011) highlights a number of indicators that 

evaluators may use jointly to compare the effects of good regulators: consumption per capita 

(kWh); transmission and distribution losses(%of output); Household prices including taxes 

(US$/kWh); % Of population without electricity.  In the case of Romania, household consumption 

per capita is still very low, about half of EU average because of the low starting base in 1990 and 

the relative low level of economic development and life standard in general.  Household prices 

are artificially regulated low, at the expense of investments in generation and networks. There 

are also a lot of people with no connection to electricity – in 2011 there were 61 thousand 

households in 2100 villages, which would need above 200 million EUR to be connected.  While it 

is quite difficult to aggregate the indicators in a single measure, this suggests that Romania 

sacrifices some important regulatory objectives to excessively pursue others, such as low prices 

for electricity (see also Consumer protection below). 
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2. Consumer protection 

 

The focus of consumer protection activities of an energy regulator should not be on 

maintaining artificially low prices for end-users at the expense of investments in 

generation, networks or energy efficiency, but: 

- ensuring quality of supply and no interruptions as well as the highest possible 

level of competition among suppliers 

- responding to consumer complaints against suppliers for certain matters that 

are more technical to be the responsibility of the Consumer Protection 

authority and are explicitly in the energy Directives and the new Energy Law, 

such as the right to switch suppliers 

- ensuring that suppliers provide adequate information on the sources of 

energy, green certificates, cogeneration bonus, price components such as 

regulated tariffs etc. 

- advice for consumers on what rights they have and how they can optimize 

their bills, save energy or avoid disconnections7, including a hotline for 

consumer advice and consumer complaints 

- responding quickly to the request for more flexible electricity trading 

instruments 

 
 

- while not explicitly mentioned in laws as a consumer protection issue, it is 

also ┗eヴ┞ iﾏpoヴtaﾐt that the iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ oﾐ the ヴegulatoヴ’s ┘eHsite is 
presented in an easily accessible manner for any general reader to 

understand the mission of the regulator and the functioning of the market. 

 
 
 

                                                 
7
 See, for example, http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/domestic-consumers/smebd/Pages/smebd.aspx 

Box 9: ANRE must respond quickly to the need for new market instruments 

Two issues were brought up this year by energy buyers in the market: the need for a new 

market instrument for large, multi-year energy contracts; and the need to allow easy trading 

for PPAs in the context of the new energy law.  In both cases, ANRE has the final say: 

- on the large contracts, OPCOM and 14 large consumers have discussed and defined 

a new market instrument, PCCB- direct negotiation, which allows transparent 

trading for multi-year contracts  with formula-based prices, for which the existing 

bilateral contracts market was not flexible enough.  The standardized contract has 

been submitted to ANRE for approval in early October and ANRE must review and 

give its opinion 

the new energy law requires all producers to trade competitively on OPCOM, which might be 

difficult for investors in renewables, who would like to conclude long term PPAs before the 

construction of the power plant in order to guarantee a bank loan for financing.  PPAs cannot 

be traded on OPCOM now because all producers allowed on OPCOM must be licensed as 

producers, which is possible only after the plant is built.  There are several easy ways to solve 

this issue without amending the law: licensing renewables to trade PPAs on OPCOM; officially 

interpreting the law as not referring to investors who do not have yet the plant and are thus 

not subject to these provisions of the law etc.  All these adjustments can be made by 

regulation and secondary legislation without amending the primary law. 

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/domestic-consumers/smebd/Pages/smebd.aspx
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3. Market monitoring 

 

The market monitoring capacity in ANRE is relatively low, particularly when it comes 

to politically sensitive areas. 

 

Romania needs regulations to copy market behavior in electricity 

As described in the Introduction, the Romanian energy sector is not a competitive 

market with low concentration of producers.  Instead, it is made of: 

- 80-85% SOEs of which most are owned by the same entity, Ministry of 

Economy 

- 5% renewables, that survive on state aid 

- 10% Petrom Brazi CCGT, which benefits a preferential regime, justified by the 

need to correct one of the distortions in the gas market, but which eliminates 

any competition on the electricity from conventional sources by allowing 

Brazi a preferential price for the fuel compared to any new CCGT 

 

The energy sector could not function as a market without additional regulations that 

force the market participants not to abuse their positions: 

- the SOEs could act in a concerted manner to eliminate competitors (if they 

were profit maximizing) – therefore, the law forbids actions that are typical 

for concerted behavior, for example cross subsidies.  By requiring state 

owned generators to offer for tender their production, managers become 

┗isiHl┞ aIIouﾐtaHle foヴ theiヴ Ioﾏpaﾐ┞’s peヴfoヴﾏaﾐIe aﾐd Heha┗e to a Ieヴtaiﾐ 
extent as profit maximizers.  Also, some rules in the trading platform inhibit 

non-transparent deals that SOEs might be tempted to conclude with 

preferred clients (e.g., the anonymity of offers on the day ahead market and 

the automatic matching of demand and supply on market clearing prices) 

- renewables are beneficiaries of state aid, 2/3 to 6/7 of their revenues are 

ﾐot さIoﾏﾏeヴIialざ Hut iﾏposed oﾐ Ioﾐsuﾏeヴs like aﾐ eaヴﾏaヴked ta┝ for 

electricity consumption (in effect, green certificates differ from earmarked 

taxes only in terms of administration).  Brazi also benefits a special regime 

not available to any other gas-fired power plant, new investors or existing 

generators like local CHPs or plants of Termoelectrica.  This is also a reason 

why renewables and Brazi should be required to follow the same rules as any 

beneficiary of public financing and should be required to trade competitively, 

not treated differently than SOEs. 

- some market participants suggest that there is some evidence of collusion in 

the market, particularly among units that can supply on the balancing 

Box 10: Ofgeﾏ’s faItsheets さfoヴ duﾏﾏiesざ 

The UK energy regulator Ofgem publishes information for the general user about anything 

IoﾐIeヴﾐiﾐg its aIti┗ities, iﾐ the foヴﾏ of さfaItsheetsざ.  E.g., さ“eIuヴiﾐg Bヴitaiﾐ’s eleItヴiIit┞ suppl┞ざ 
explains in a very easy way the whole functioning of the electricity market including sophisticated 

IoﾐIepts like さaﾐIillaヴ┞ seヴ┗iIesざ oヴ さHalaﾐIiﾐg ﾏaヴketざ.  This allo┘s the Ioﾐsuﾏeヴ to uﾐdeヴstaﾐd 
better both his rights and what the regulator does, while enhancing the accountability of Ofgem. 

Source: http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Media/FactSheets/Documents1/5337-

soselecupdatemay05.pdf 

 

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Media/FactSheets/Documents1/5337-soselecupdatemay05.pdf
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Media/FactSheets/Documents1/5337-soselecupdatemay05.pdf
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market.  In some periods of time, the balancing market reached even 20% of 

the total electricity trading, and a few stakeholders even made statements 

that suggests the participation on the balancing market has become 

さ┗oluﾐtaヴ┞ざ iﾐstead of ﾏaﾐdatoヴ┞.  Theヴe is a ヴisk that soﾏe geﾐeヴatoヴs 
refrain from making offers on OPCOM and make coordinated offers on the 

balancing market, speculating higher prices for balancing (this resembles a 

similar case with RWE in Germany which was withholding generation capacity 

and thereby artificially increased the prices on the market).  If true, such a 

behavior would not be possible unless there is a concerted action among 

producers – otherwise producers would be worried they might lose clients 

and would bid at competitive prices on OPCOM. There is also some indication 

that Hidroelectrica, in serious cash flow issues before the insolvency process, 

may have acted simultaneously as a supplier in the balancing market while 

soﾏe of the iﾏHalaﾐIes ┘eヴe Iaused H┞ the さfoヴIe ﾏajeuヴeざ foヴ its 
contractual obligations – very likely, as Hidroelectrica has a strong, dominant 

position on this market (it owns 70-80% of the secondary reserve, 60-70% of 

fast tertiary reserve and about 40-50% of slow tertiary reserve).  These 

matters should be investigated further by the Competition Council and ANRE 

if there are indeed suspicions of market abuse.  

 

In fact, despite of soﾏe affiヴﾏatioﾐs that さOPCOMざ is a さtoo liケuidざふ!ぶ ﾏaヴket, 
Roﾏaﾐia’s eleItヴiIit┞ ﾏaヴket has a ヴelati┗el┞ lo┘ liケuidit┞ Ioﾏpaヴed to otheヴ 
countries in continental Europe.  This is the reason why mandatory trading on 

centralized platforms is a means to correct a normal tendency of the main players 

NOT to act competitively. 

 
Figure 7. Maヴket iﾐ Roﾏaﾐia is ﾐot さe┝Iessi┗el┞ liケuidざ. “ouヴIe: EC Repoヴt oﾐ pヴogヴess iﾐ Iヴeatiﾐg the 
internal gas and electricity market, 2010 
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Annex 1 - Scorecard ANRE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reason for changes in 2012 (full explanations in Report): 

 

1. Independence: ANRE could have been depoliticized if the law had been followed; the process to appoint people in Parliament session indicates there is no intention to de-politicize the energy regulator, which breaches the spirit of the Directive and  is 

not in the public interest.  ANRE becomes financially independent. 

2. Accountability: The Consultative Council will be reinstated; ANRE reports to Parliament; but the breach of good practices at the appointment will render reporting to Parliament equally irrelevant; ANRE is not audited 

3. Transparency: ANRE responds to FOIA requests, but the quality of responses on the most sensitive issues is not very good; public reports do not contain information about politically sensitive matters. 

4. Predictability: Tariffs follow methodologies, but ANRE does not consistently apply its own regulations (cost pass through or changes to tariffs based on the formula) 

5. Tarifffs and prices: Non-implementation of cost pass-through for regulated supply, the deferred revenues issue, delays in debating the 3
rd

 regulatory period (ex. distribution of electricity and gas) 

6. Market monitoring: There is no effective monitoring and sanctioning of SOEs and no analysis of controversial decisions of Government. 
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Annex 2 – Energy security issues (peer reviewer comment) 
 

One challenge of the ANRE regulation, that was not tackled in the report, relates its 

responsibility as regards security of power supply.  Energy transactions should not 

jeopardize the operational security of the physical system. 

 

The key instruments for ensuring supply security are those specific markets for 

ancillary system services and power balancing. They are not ordinary markets but 

competitive tools in the hands of TSO to prevent transmission congestion and relief 

operational power system constraints.  So, all transactions should be in balance 

before application to these specific market tools, i.e. before transaction nomination.  

 

Unfortunately, ANRE does not ensure that nobody should have the right to enter the 

delivery day without being balanced. Even renewables should be in balance on their 

own (of course they will face much uncertainties during the delivery day, so the RES 

need balancing resources anyhow). With a good scheduling system at TEL, the share 

of balance market could not be more than several percentages.  Perhaps, 

Transelectrica does know this condition, but still accepts imbalanced nominations. 

 

As for the ancillary system services, after 10 years, we still do not have a functional 

market. There are many reasons including their deficient definition and the 

dominance of HidroE.  This market does not influence directly (too much) the price 

of energy; the reserve capacity bought by TEL in advance on this market is firstly 

used for generation of balance energy). 

 

In summary, in the next period the regulators should focus their interest on 

consolidation of the market first, and should be able to understand functionality of 

the physical system. 
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